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Zombie football player halloween costumes

This site is not available in your country Being a zombie is easy. Just get creative. You can follow my reference picture. All I used was paint and flour. Participated in the Halloween costume contest I had a $5,000 race in my town and I wanted something different. That's what I chose. I used: cardboard duct tape - recipe
50/50 water glue acrylic adhesive gunmesh (for opening the mouth )half-circle foam (eyes)I took my height and shared it, cut a string of this size. I put a screw in my cardboard (I'm a friend with paint and body so he just got a windshield for the semi truck, which was perfect but hard to cut because of the thickness) once I
knocked the wire I made my circle.... Simple but not really if you have short arms like me :)throut this step isn't that easy when you're trying to save weight. I'm sure there are other ways to do it but I had to do it the hard way. I measured the width of my shoulder and cut a strap of a board so wide and started bending over
and tape as I walked along the edges of the circle (not easy when you don't have help or crappy duct tape) once I did one side I used a glue gun to link the central strap and one side of the circle. Once it was dry I crossed over. After both sides were dry, I began pache's bitter paper mission. It was done to make it strong
for the race I'm entering. I only assumed one layer I didn't want it to be too heavy. After it dried the next day I cut my buttocks to my feet I also cut a small area over my head for airflow. Watch everyone who tries it. If you have the color of the White House. Use it to establish your Pacman. This way your spray color will go
further and be brighter. Let your imagination run wild when you come to your painting. Since I wanted my costume to have teeth, I was looking for a scary color scheme. I used cheap acrylic paints from Walmart. I also use half-foam pieces to make the eyes stand out a little bit more. I made this cute little ghost out of the
felt and I was lucky, I found it on sale in handcock fabrics 2.99 PROB YRDI to have $20 in this costume. It was fun and everyone enjoyed seeing my piece. It's always fun to have an idea and run with it. Thanks to others who did a similar Pacman I had a starting point. If there are spelling or grammar issues, I apologize
for being my first instructions on how to do it. The most adorable costume ever. For this costume what you need is a magic HatA magician wandfootballA football shirt now put it all on and you have an amazing costume. I hope you had a good time. Participated in the Halloween costume contest Sandungen 10.1: Neue
Segal!
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